Carlos Barbosa-Lima: For over four decades, Carlos Barbosa-Lima has been regarded as one of the most creative and versatile acoustic guitarists on the world stage. The breadth of his repertoire and his unique ability to integrate diverse musical styles - from Classical and contemporary to Brazilian and jazz - are strong features of his work.

Florian Larousse: French guitarist Florian Larousse has earned prizes in a number of international competitions in various countries. In 2009 he won the coveted first prize of The Guitar Foundation of America International Artist Competition which resulted in a 9-month concert tour in the United States, including a performance at Carnegie’s Weill Recital Hall in New York.

Irina Kulikova: With a large array of prestigious awards and highly acclaimed performances on renowned guitar festivals, Irina Kulikova is widely considered one of the most gifted musicians on classical guitar. Both leading guitarists and people less familiar with the guitar are stunned by the depth of her interpretations and the rare spectrum of colours she evokes.

For more information about the Dale Mabry SGA Guitar Series, please contact artistic directors Dr. Mark Switzer (mswitzer@hccfl.edu) or Kathryn Pantelis (kpantelis@hccfl.edu).

FREE with HCC Hawk Card ID • All others $7
Dale Mabry Student Services Auditorium • Concerts start at 8:00 PM